SIT BACK, RELAX and Enjoy the Show

With our new imaging technology — **CINEMAVISION** — you and your child can experience a MRI with less stress and worry.

A MRI can be scary and noisy for children. That’s why Renown Health has a new technology called Cinemavision, designed to help soothe anxious patients and minimize claustrophobia that can disrupt exams.

With this technology, our littlest patients can enjoy movies and musical entertainment during MRI exams. It’s like watching a 42-inch TV screen from about 6 feet away. It also reduces noise and allows for two-way communication between our MRI technicians and you and your child — all while providing a more relaxing environment and more accurate and faster diagnoses.

Cinemavision is currently available at: 75 Pringle Way, Center for Advanced Medicine C, Renown Regional Medical Center, Reno.

For more information, call **775-982-KIDS (5437)**.